LIMITATIONS OF USE

A- This Product Evaluation Document (P.E.D.) prepared by this Engineer is generic and does not provide information for a site specific project; i.e. where the site conditions deviate from the P.E.D.

B- Contractor to be responsible for the selection, purchase and installation of this product based on this product evaluation provided he/she does not deviate from the conditions detailed on this document.

C- This Product Evaluation Document will be considered invalid if altered by any means.

D- Site specific projects shall be prepared by a Florida registered Engineer or Architect which will become the Engineer of Record (E.O.R.) for the project and who will be responsible for the proper use of the P.E.D. Engineer of Record, acting as a delegated Engineer to the P.E.D. Engineer shall submit to this latter the site specific drawings for review.

E- This P.E.D. shall bear the date and original seal and signature of the Professional Engineer of Record that prepared it.